
Anywhere, Anytime

The Enzosystems GO Kiosk is our jack of all trades because 
it is an outdoor, wall-mounted kiosk that can securely handle 
payments, reads and prints barcodes, writes and dispenses 
RFID cards, and prints receipts. If necessary, it even can be 
�tted with a video call function using the built-in camera, 
speaker, and microphone. 
It can be what you want it to be. For instance, it can be your 
night guard by dispensing room keys to only registered 
guests, keeping unwanted visitors outside. It can also be 
your super-fast check-in kiosk by reading online checked-in 
guests' QR-code.  

And, if you want, it can take care of the complete check-in and 
check-out process. It can provide your guests with a selection of 
rooms to choose from, it programs the room keys and handles the 
payment. It handles early check-ins, may sell extra’s as breakfast or 
late-check-outs and allow your employees to help wherever they are 
needed, and have more time to make the guests feel at home. The 
number of screens presented to the guest is as little as possible to 
speed up the process. Check-in can be handled within 30 seconds, 
check-out in around 15 seconds. 
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Personal assistence

With the video call function, you can extend your hospitality to 
outside the hotel walls. Guests that run into problems or have 
questions can use the GO-kiosk to personally talk to someone 
from the hotel.  

Dimensions 750 x 425 x 100 protruding wall, 330 total (height x width x depth)
Material: Aluminium, stainless steel and hardened glass
Weight 40 kg
Power 24V (external power adapter included)

Display:  12,1” industrial-grade full-color display with capacitive touch interface
Printer:  80mm wide thermal printer to print room slips, receipts and cost overviews 
Room key dispenser: cap. 200 cards / RFID reader / writer supports multiple communication protocols
Barcode scanner:  Reads 1D and 2D barcodes including EAN and QR-Code from paper or phone
Payment systems: Various secure payment devices possible, depends on payment acquirer

Hotel application: We use our base version as a starting point and add your wishes to it
PMS interface:   Our �exible and expandable PMS interface can talk with numerous PMS systems
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Contact us for more information. 
Tel: +31 36 546 1040
info@enzosystems.com

Camerastraat 2 
1322 BC Almere 
The Netherlands www.enzosystems.com

Seamless intergration

For this type of kiosk implementations, we do not believe in 
standard out-of-the-box products because all situations are 
different. We will deliver a customized solution that completely 
fits into your organization. We will use our base check-in/out 
software for this and will change the look-and-feel matching 
the corporate identity of your hotel. On the back-end, we will 
make sure the system talks to all your systems running in your 
hotel.
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